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Abstract 

Discrete Event Simulations may be used to forecast detailed production system behaviour 

under future conditions and support better informed decision making. However, data beyond 

production metrics, e.g. financial information, is also necessary for most significant 

decisions. Herein a modelling approach is proposed and demonstrated based on simulating 

both production and financial transactions. The contribution of this paper is to represent the 

base production events as well as additional events which trigger financial transactions. The 

method is demonstrated for an idealised production business, employing Discrete Event 

Simulation and examining the impact of system labour arrangements on the business cash 

flow with a variable demand based on a normal probability distribution function (with 

distinct means and variances for each product). Based on the financial transactions a 

representation of a detail commercial scenario may be modelled alongside the production 

events. The presented studies identify the potential sensitivity of analysis to the volume and 

timing of transactions on accumulated accounting metrics such as profit. Additionally the 

paper illustrates how such a modelling approach can be used to characterise the system and 
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assess specific control strategies when both production and finance data streams are 

available. 

Keywords: Industrial Internet of Things, Discrete Event Simulation; Factory Digital Twin; 

Financial metrics; Real time forecasting; Production demand; Labour resource planning. 

 

1.0 Introduction 

A significant volume of research has demonstrated the value of simulation to design and 

improve production systems [1-10, 47]. Much work has demonstrated the use of simulation to 

quantify system behaviour with new or changed system layout or hardware, control or 

scheduling [48-50]. Methods such as Discrete Event Simulation (DES) enable complex 

process chains to be examined to understand bottlenecks, excess inventory, overproduction, 

etc. [11-12, 51]. By representing a production system as a simulation model it is possible to 

examine in virtual scenarios how a real system might work under predefined conditions. The 

influence of key production characteristics, such as WIP or throughput can be readily 

examined during such virtual scenarios. A key weakness of the current state-of-the-art in this 

area is the lack of non-engineering metrics typically modelled. For decision makers the 

critical metrics are often not solely engineering but also financial, for example, profitability, 

return on investment, overhead cost [52]. However automatically generating financial metrics 

from simulation output production metrics is a non-trivial task [13, 14]. Moreover the nature 

of financial and production metrics are typically dissimilar in fidelity and interval. Thus this 

paper investigates the challenges of predicting both operational level production metrics 

along with financial metrics using a single modelling framework. This is achieved by 

focusing on system transactions, both production and financial, and modelling the physical 

production processes which link these together. A case study is used to develop and 
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demonstrate the modelling approach. The case study represents an idealised production 

system and the finances and financial arrangements typically witnessed in small dedicated 

production businesses. The system is simulated using the commercial DES software QUEST 

and includes integrated spreadsheets to represent standard accounting practice. It is proposed 

that with such predictive modelling capability, based on physical processes and existing 

financial arrangements, future control strategies which autonomously prompt system 

interventions may be developed which monitor both production and finance data streams, i.e. 

a production system Digital Twin. 

The following section, Section 2, presents a brief literature review. This is followed by a 

description of the case study (Section 3) and the proposed modelling approach (Section 4) 

before the case study results are presented (Section 5). The final section (Section 6) outlines 

the conclusions which can be drawn from the presented results. 

 

2.0 Literature review 

2.1 Simulation 

Discrete Event Simulation (DES) may be used effectively to simulate a production system 

[15, 48, 50-51], because its state may be represented as altering only at discrete points in 

time, e.g. when a component arrives at a workstation. A number of comprehensive, broad 

scope and focused review papers have been published which examine the use of DES in 

understanding and improving manufacturing systems [1-10]. These works have considered 

simulation software selection and evaluation [1-2]; manufacturing system design and 

operation [3-4]; scheduling and control [5-7]; system optimisation [8]; system maintenance 

[9]; and real-world applications considering manufacturing and business metrics [10]. 
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Together these works provide an effective summary of progress in manufacturing modelling 

with DES over the last four decades. In reviewing their discussions and conclusions it is 

possible to identify repeating themes relevant to this work: flexible manufacturing systems 

and automated material handling systems have received the greatest attention, frequently only 

machines are modelled and labour assumed available, processes dominated by labour content 

have received less attention; predominantly what–if scenarios are considered and have been 

demonstrated to enable the understanding of the effect of production parameter changes on 

production output metrics; financial impact is frequently considered only indirectly through 

production metric such as throughput, cycle time, WIP etc.;  recent works have also 

demonstrated  DES successfully integrated with a wide range of  non-engineering 

tools/models and algorithms.  

Considering the generation of non-production data Johansson and Jackson [16] 

demonstrate DES is a tool that can be used to generate customized information for decision 

support. In this case study a production facility for Printed Circuit Boards was modelled and 

the generation of customized information and real time forecasting demonstrated. Spedding 

[17] models a semi-automated Printed Circuit Board assembly line demonstrating the use of 

DES and Activity Based Costing. Spedding concludes that the combination of cost modelling 

and simulation provide the potential for greater detail and the ability to account for the 

intrinsic variation of a dynamic manufacturing system. Sachidananda et al. [18] modelled a 

biopharmaceutical manufacturing system and a 50% reduction in throughput time for a 

selected process, the paper investigated efficiency and cost benefits based on simulation 

output. 

In general, the literature illustrates how procedures can be applied to improve a 

production system design via simulation focused on operational level production metrics. 

Research has also demonstrated instances of production simulations creating non-production 
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data including cost estimates. To date there are no procedures or guidelines proposed on how 

DES may be used to routinely assess the influence of operational level production metrics on 

higher level financial metrics, or how to efficiently benchmark control strategies which 

include such financial metrics. Moreover, works to date have typically applied only cost 

modelling techniques which are a subset of the available financial assessment methods. 

Clearly simulation tools are available for the digital representation and simulation of 

production systems. Based on these software tools robust processes and workflows have been 

established to design and optimise production systems considering diverse objectives and 

constraints [35, 36]. Recently however much attention has been given to creating digital 

representations which link to the physical production system and allow for real-time 

compensation and optimisation given real-world uncertainty and unpredictability [35, 53-54]. 

Kritzinger et al. [37] defines a Digital Model as a digital representation of an existing or 

planned physical system where there is no automated data exchange between the physical 

world and the digital representation. Much of the preceding references are within this 

domain. Kritzinger et al. [37] also defines a Digital Shadow when there exists an automated 

one-way data flow between the physical system and digital representations and a Digital 

Twin when there is a fully integrated and bidirectional flow of data between the physical 

system and the digital representations. There are significantly fewer examples of Digital 

Shadows and Digital Twins in the literature [37]. In this new domain early works have 

demonstrated appropriate geometric representation [38], usability of simulation modelling 

methods [39], modules to support decision making [35], product cell emulation for control 

verification [40], data exchange, modelling and storage [41, 42]. However, significant stated 

challenges in realising Digital Shadows and Digital Twins relate to the availability / 

acquisition of real-time and appropriate shopfloor data and open or standards for 

hardware/software architectures and interfaces [37, 38, 42, 43, 44]. To the authors best 
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knowledge, no works have used simulation approaches, in the form of a Digital Model or 

Digital Shadow, to examine the data exchange requirements between the digital 

representation of a production system and its associated financial representation. This theme, 

using simulation tools to study data exchange requirements, is the focus of the research 

herein. 

 

2.2 Financial assessment methods 

In the production domain the tools available to engineering teams to provide financial 

assessment in support of operational decisions are typically based on costing methods [19-

20]. Typically such tools forecast product costs by utilising historical data to build 

relationships between production variables within the data and variable changes with the new 

or modified process. A key consideration to be taken into account when investigating these 

estimating methods is their ability to accurately incorporate all costs incurred in the 

manufacturing process [21-22]. A significant shortcoming of many methodologies is the 

inability to accurately allocate indirect costs. ABC (Activity Based Costing) is centred on the 

time and resource of each activity in the manufacturing process and distributes indirect cost 

in proportion to the activities performed [23]. Similarly, PCE (Parametric Cost Estimating) 

focuses on the cost drivers in the manufacturing process [24], developing relationships 

between product features and historical cost or expenditure figures. These approaches lack 

clarity for modelling indirect costs, for example support functions that may vary over time.  

At the other end of the scale are the financial statements of the business. At this level 

metrics such as profit or loss are visible. There are two main statement types: a balance sheet 

presents a snapshot of the financial position of a business at a point in time, an income 

statement captures a business’s financial performance over a period of time [25-26]. For 
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either the snapshot or accumulated metrics these are significantly removed from individual 

production activities and constrained in their form due to regulations on financial reporting. 

However they do accurately incorporate the complete costs associated with production, 

including indirect costs. 

 

2.3 Summary 

Production environments have been modelled and a wide range of operational production 

data streams calculated. Such data streams could be used with standard costing methods to 

make financial predictions however such costing methods do not effectively represent 

indirect costs. Thus an approach is proposed in which financial behaviour is understood 

through the prediction of financial transactions associated with production e.g. monthly wage 

bills, raw material payments, rent/rates payments, equipment depreciation schedules, etc.. 

Such periodic transaction data may be used to populate financial statements (balance sheets, 

income statements [25-26]) and thereby represent financial behaviour. Thus herein an 

integrated simulation methodology will be developed and demonstrated focusing on 

production and financial transactions as the core data streams. The production transactions 

will then be used to calculate typical operational metrics, e.g. WIP, utilisation, etc..  The 

equivalent financial transactions will be used to perform standard accounting calculations for 

the creation of periodic income statements. Finally, as limited DES literature addresses 

production problems with high labour content the case study will be adjusted to represent a 

process chain dependent on labour and labour arrangement will be represented as a model 

variable. In summary there is limited literature on representing both detailed production and 

financial transactions using Discrete Event Simulation. Preceding literature in which costs are 

considered typically only reflect direct production cost and infer these by accumulated base 
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production metrics such as the total labour consumed within the simulated period or the total 

number of machines required. The key innovation and major contribution of this paper is to 

represent the base production events as well as additional events which trigger financial 

transactions. Based on the financial transactions a representation of a detail commercial 

scenario may be modelled alongside the production events. In this way the calculation of 

financial metrics is not constrained by what is represented in the production simulation. 

Complete accounting methods may be linked to the represented financial transactions and 

thereby allow the inclusion of both direct and indirect costs associated with production. The 

case study is discussed next.  

 

3.0 Case study  

This section outlines the case study production problem. A modified problem from the 

literature is modelled (the P&Q problem which was originally developed to demonstrate the 

theory of constraints [27]). Typically, the model assumes the processes as machining 

techniques that require limited labour input. In the literature a single operator is required to 

conduct each process and each operator works on only one process, Figure 1. As labour has 

been less frequently studied in the literature herein all processes (A, B, C, D) are assumed as 

tasks requiring full labour attention. Thus individual task setup times are incorporated into the 

process time and are assumed to be used for jig loading and fastener placement. However, the 

combined time (setup plus unit processing time) for each of the system processes (A, B, C, 

D) have been held approximately equivalent to the original batch processing times. This has 

ensured that the system bottleneck remains the same and the task of generating profit remains 

challenging. 
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The system produces two products (P's and Q's). One unit each of materials 1 and 2 

combined with one purchased part constitutes the process chain for product P. One unit each 

of Materials 2 and 3 constitutes the chain for product Q. Material 1 is processed by A, C and 

D, Material 2 is processed by B, C and D and Material 3 is processed by A, B and D. During 

process D product Q is made or the purchased part is added to create product P. In the 

defined problem process B is a constraint. Output from the first two processes are stored in 

the Manufacturing Component Stores (MCS) until either process D is free, the other product 

specific component reaches the MCS or the purchased part store is replenished. The product 

is then assembled and stored in the Final Goods Stores (FGS) before being shipped. 

 The end user decision which is to be supported by the simulation case study relates to 

the definition of a labour arrangement and the evaluation of potential control strategies which 

can best satisfy the prescribed short term varying product demands while ensuring longer 

term production system profitability. The variable demand is based on a normal probability 

distribution function, with distinct means and variances for each product. Other probability 

distribution functions could be employed to describe the demand profile. However, within the 

case study analysis only a normal probability distribution function is considered and 

demonstrated. The labour arrangement options to be considered include fixed operators 

assigned to the individual work-stations (processes A, B, C, D), floating operators assigned to 

production zones comprising specific work-station combinations, operators assigned with the 

ability to work on any production process (A, B, C, or D), or a combination of the above. 

 

 

4.0 Methodology 
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This section outlines the strategy employed to create appropriate operational data streams 

suitable for study and the use of these to calculate financial data streams. Additionally, given 

the volume of modelled variables (both production and financial) the section also presents the 

approach employed to initially verify the models and characterise and understand system 

sensitivity to individual variable values. 

 

4.1 Production case study 

To govern the production system in the simulation a Material Requirements Planning 

(MRP) approach is employed. A weekly sales demand is used to generate the backward 

schedule for the MRP. The assembly works orders are forecasted backwards from the sales 

demand dates and the operational works orders, the starting operations of the system, are 

generated by backward forecasting from the assembly works orders. The discrete event 

model, Figure 2, represents each process with its own workstation within three distinct 

production lines: Processes A and C within Production Line 1 (PL1), Processes B and C 

within PL2, processes A and B within PL3, and process D as the Final Assembly workstation 

(FA). No shared resources are modelled between the production lines. Along with the 

representation of the process flows and individual process stations the operators are also 

modelled within the simulation as individual resources. The operators are modelled with a 

maximum utilisation of 89% (to account for breaks etc.). Thus from the simulation individual 

operator value adding and non-value adding times are extractable.  

 

4.2 Financial data 
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In order to model the financial behaviour associated with the production processes all 

activities resulting in financial transactions must be available from the simulation. Herein a 

prediction of an income statement which records the changes in financial position of a 

business over a defined period of time is of interest. The three main elements of an income 

statement are: Revenue – Income earned from trading; Gross profit – Revenue from trading 

less cost of goods sold (COGS); Net profit – Profit after all other income and expenses have 

been considered. From the production model the COGS can be calculated (including 

materials used to create goods sold and direct labour costs generated from the production of 

goods). Therefore, the model must represent the costs associated with the complete 

production system, i.e. the factory. Accordingly, the model not only includes the costs 

directly related to the production tasks (such as raw material and purchased part costs, direct 

labour costs) but also a wide and diverse range of costs associated with supporting and 

indirect activities. These include indirect overhead costs including rent and rates. In order to 

include these supporting and indirect financial variables and assemble these together with the 

production generated financial variables to create the income statement standard UK 

accounting practice is employed. The accounting practice calculations are codified within the 

MS Excel BV macros to allow the individual elements to be easily adjusted to represent a 

different accounting practice (i.e. say in a different country) or a change of the variables to 

represent a different business circumstance or different company. With regards labour cost 

absorption costing is used which assigns the costs accumulated during the production process 

to individual products. This approach also enables indirect costs such as variable overheads 

and fixed overhead to be added to the direct material costs and assigned to the individual 

products. Moreover, from the simulation WIP, MCS and FGS values are also available, 

describing not only the total system input and output with time but also the state of 

conversion at discrete time intervals. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the modelled financial transactions, internal and external to the 

business. By recording the materials released into the simulation, the labour activity and 

machine activity it is then possible to feed a financial model representing a specific company 

financial arrangement (fixed and variable costs, debtor/creditor payment schedules, etc.) and 

to predict resultant cash-flow behaviour based on time varying production simulation results. 

Equations 1 to 4 describe the calculation of Cash flow (using absorption costing). Profit (or 

loss) is then calculated as the accumulation of cash flow over a defined period.  

 

Cash flow =  SALES   –  COGS  –  Labour under  –  Overhead under 

                                         recovery              recovery 

(1) 

 

 

 

 

 

COGS       = Material costs + Labour recovered + Overheads recovered (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

Labour 

 under       = 

recovery   

 Expected labour cost – Actual labour usage cost 

 

(3) 

 

 

 

 

 

Overhead   

   under     = 

 recovery   

 Expected overhead cost – Actual overhead usage cost 

 

(4) 

 

 

The production and financial representations are combined together in a modelling 

framework which enables rapid analysis of the case study considering variation to the 

demand profile, the production system or the financial parameters. Figure 4 presents an 

overview of the modelling framework which uses MS Excel and VB macros along with 

QUEST simulations which directly read in data (for example works orders) and output data 
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(for example raw material orders and final goods in store) to Excel worksheets. Thus Excel 

embedded macros are used to prepare the input data for the discrete event production 

simulations, initiate the simulations, then use the simulation output to define the full range of 

counterpart financial transactions for the relevant production transactions, before ultimately 

using the combined production and financial transactions to calculate the data required for 

income statement generation. This process may be completed in a single step for the 

complete time period of interest or completed in a series of partitions (for example in week 

increments) such that the production system parameters (for example labour arrangements) 

may be adjusted to better meet a particular set of production and financial objectives. 

The main variables in the model are grouped into families and listed in Table 1. The cycle 

time inputs allow for the manipulation of the cycle time for each process. The model 

represents variable failures in the form of a time delay of 15 minutes occurring every 150 

parts for each of the processes. There is a set 5% rework value set within the overhead 

costing of the model. Labour is modelled as 3 or 4 operators with training for individual lines 

or all workstations. The noteworthy model simplifications and assumptions are: the model 

does not account for travel time between MCS and final assembly, and from final assembly to 

FGS. The raw material and purchased part prices are known and fixed, the P and Q selling 

prices are known and fixed. The standard cost of the input materials, the cost that is used for 

forecasts at the beginning of the time period, and the actual cost, the cost which is actually 

incurred, is assumed to be the same throughout. There are no delays relating to the purchased 

goods (purchased part and raw material). 

 

4.3 System verification and characterisation   
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In order to verify that the production problem was modelled properly and the financial 

calculations coded correctly a series of verification steps where initially completed. These 

included iteratively building the model with increasing complexity and running deterministic 

simulations and comparing output against manually calculated answers. Output from the 

coded financial calculations was also subjected to scrutiny, including presentation to subject 

experts in accounting practice. For relevant robust verification methods and best practice, the 

reader is referred to references [45] and [46], which were used to guide the verification 

approach herein. 

The complete system model contains a high number of interacting variables, Table 1, 

which will make difficult initial interpretation of the system behaviour. In a full factorial 

study all possible combinations of variables are systematically examined to understand the 

system behaviour. In a fractional factorial study a select number of combinations are studied 

to reduce computational effort but limit the loss of critical information [28]. Thus fractional 

factorial and Design of Experiment techniques [29-30] are initially use to screen for the 

significant variables, assess interactions between variables and quantify the influence of 

variables (ANOVA). The following section presents the case study results. 

 

 

5.0 Results 

Having formed a simulation of the production environment, its controlling MRP process and 

a framework to model financial transactions the system demand is the final input required. 

System demand is used to govern the assembled modelling framework and is calculated for 

each week of the simulation based on a predefined mean and standard deviation for each 
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product (P's and Q's). This enables demand variability and general demand trends to be 

represented in the calculations.   

 

 

5.1 Understanding system behaviour     

Initially a series of predictions were performed to understand how the pure financial input 

variables influenced system profit. Each simulation started with the same initial condition and 

the same demand profile for 28 weeks (111 P’s per week, 34 Q’s per week). In addition the 

model was configured for batch processing of parts and each simulation given initially equal 

company financial arrangements (i.e. fixed costs (rent, rates, consumables, depreciation), 

variable costs (raw material, purchased part), payment schedules (debtor, creditor)), and 

equivalent individual process cycle times and process variability. An orthogonal array [28] 

was used to construct a series of simulation runs considering 5% variation to the selling price 

of the P and Q products. ANOVA analysis was then undertaken on the simulation output to 

calculate the contribution to the predicted variation in Profit. P was found to contribute 90% 

and Q 10%, demonstrating the selling price of the P was the dominant factor. This result is 

explained by the fact that the average weekly demand for Ps is approximately 3 times that for 

Qs. 

 A similar study was then preformed for raw material and purchased part costs, this 

time with 10% variation. The greatest percentage contribution was Material 2 at 59%, 

followed by 36% for Material 1 and 3% for Material 3, Figure 5. This supports the finding of 

the previous result as Materials 1 and 2 form product P and therefore have the greatest effect 
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on profit when manipulated. The ANOVA results also determined that there was no 

significant interaction between the raw material and purchased part costs, Figure 5. 

A third study considering all the previous input variables varying by 10% was then 

undertaken. In this case the greatest percentage contribution was the selling price of product 

P at 81%. It is much greater than the other factors as product Q contributed 8.2%, Material 2 

contributing 6.6% and Material 1 contributing 4%. This illustrates, for equal percentage 

change, product selling price is more influential on Profit than material cost. This result is 

logical as the selling prices are greater in magnitude than the material costs.  

 A similar screening study was then undertaken to consider production inputs, Figure 

6. The inputs used were: batch size (40 to 20 units), material cost (10% variation), cycle 

times (10% variation), scrap (5% variation), breakdown (5% variation), setup times (10 to 5 

minutes), and labour type (3 man floating to 4 man fixed labour). Scrap contributed 80% to 

the variation of profit, while the raw material costs contributed 12%. Scrap is the largest 

factor because every batch on each process experiences the scrap rate from a low value of 5% 

to a high value of 10%. All other factors contributed less than 3.36% each.  

Having established an initial understanding of system behaviour a further set of 

parametric simulations were completed to assess the sensitivity of model output to demand 

variability. In each case a variable from Table 2 was parametrically changed and total profit 

monitored. Each simulation was run for 28 weeks with a variable product demand (P’s: 

µ=111, σ=6, Q’s: µ=34, σ=6). These simulations did not develop new understanding of the 

system behaviour but established that accumulated profit was sensitive to sales transactions 

within the final week of the simulation. For example Figure 7 illustrates a simple case 

examining variations in Setup Time. In this case decreasing Setup Time from 10 to 0 minutes 

has no impact on the predicted profit. However it clearly results in parts making it to the FGS 
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but not being shipped in the period.  To address this weakness it is possible to represent the 

value of complete or incomplete work in the manufacturing system using a Weighted Asset 

Value (WAV) calculation, Equation 4 to 6, [31-34]. Figure 7 illustrates how the addition of a 

WAV for the units in the FGS may better represent the effectiveness of the manufacturing 

system in the period. A second approach to reduce the sensitivity is to consider cash flow as 

the variable and only calculate profit over extended time periods connected to the financial 

year. The extended period will result in larger profit values and will smooth the impact of 

individual transactions at the end of the reporting period. 

 

Conversion  

period (days)
= 

Inventory 

COGS 
× Number of working days (4) 

 

 

 

Completion ratio = 
Inventory conversion period – Asset conversion period 

                   Inventory conversion period 
(5) 

 

 

 

WAV(FGS) = Asset(FGS) × Expected Profit × Completion ratio(FGS) (6) 

 

 

These initial results demonstrate that a DOE approach can identify the critical 

variables and potential variable interactions. Moreover there is clear evidence that work in the 

system (either complete or incomplete) at the end of a reporting period needs to be 

considered for accumulated accounting metrics such as profit 

 

5.2 Impact of labour arrangements with variable demand with zero growth   
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Based on the preceding results and to best represent Lean production the model was 

reconfigured to represent one piece flow and a stock cap was placed on the MCS for parts 1, 

2 and 3 at a maximum capacity of 10 components. A series of four simulations then were 

undertaken with different labour arrangements. Each simulation was run for 104 weeks with 

the same initial condition and the same demand profile (P demand: µ=151, σ=6, Q demand: 

µ=74, σ=6). As before each simulation has equal company financial arrangements, equivalent 

individual process cycle times and process variability. Each simulation output is summarised 

in the following section illustrating the data streams initially available for analysis. 

 

5.2.1 Dedicated operators on each work-station 

Figure 8 presents the key production and financial data streams: part (a) illustrates work-

station utilisation. In this case operator and work-station utilisation is the same thus PL1, 

PL2, PL3 and FA average utilisation is 61%, 30%, 89% and 26% respectively; (b) documents 

the units produced along with the units demanded; (c) plots the resulting system finances 

including the cash flow. Examining Figure 8(a) the average utilisation in PL2 is 89% 

representing the upper bound achievable with the modelled operator breaks. FA operator 

utilisation is only 26% and this represents the difference in maximum capacity of PL2 and 

this downstream process. Average utilisation in PL1 and PL3 is 61% and 30% respectively; 

with these utilisation levels a result of the FA constrained capacity and the presence of a 

buffer limit at the end of these lines. Thus as before process B on PL2 is the system 

bottleneck. Examining Figure 8(b) the average produced and demanded units are the same, 

however closer inspection reveals a number of weekly instances of over and under 

production. Across the 104 weeks, there were 13 weeks with unsatisfied demand for product 

P and 5 for product Q. The financial predictions are plotted in Figure 8(c). In general, the 
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cash flow has a negative trend with a final value of £ (71,279) at week 104. This reflects a 

high level of Labour and Overhead under recovery due to the low utilisation of both the 

workstations and operators in PL1, PL3 and FA, but also the reduced sales income resulting 

from the unsatisfied demand for both products.  

 

5.2.2 Shared operator on PL1 and PL3 (three dedicated operators) 

As in the first simulation case PL2 and FA have dedicated operators but in this simulation 

case PL1 and PL3 have a single shared operator. Figure 9 presents the key production and 

financial data streams: part (a) illustrates work-station utilisation; (b) documents the units 

produced along with the units demanded; (c) plots the resulting system finances including the 

cash flow. In this case operator average utilisation for FA, PL1&PL3 and PL2 is 23%, 88%, 

and 89% respectively. Examining Figure 9(a) the average utilisation of PL2 and its operator 

remains high (on average 78%). Average utilisation of work-stations PL 1 and PL3 remain 

low (55% and 27% respectively) with their combined operator utilisation now 89% 

(representing the upper bound achievable with the modelled operator breaks). Thus the 

shared operator on PL1 and PL3 appears to be a new system bottleneck. This is further 

evidenced by the reduction in system output. Across the period weekly output for Ps and Qs 

are 11% and 10% lower than the demand rate (Figure 9(b)). Demand of product P is 

unsatisfied for all 104 weeks and for 73 weeks for product Q. However, the financial 

performance in Figure 9(c) presents a positive trending cash flow across the period with a 

final cash flow statement at week 104 of £98,915. Examining in detail the individual finance 

elements the impact of a lower level of Labour and Overhead under recovery, due to the 

higher utilisation of the operators, offsets the reduction in the number of goods sold. 
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5.2.3 Three floating operators 

In the first two simulations the operators are assigned to individual production zones or work-

stations. In this simulation three floating operators are modelled who can work on any 

production zone or work-station. The fixed and variable costs associated with labour were 

also modified to account for higher salary and training requirements. Figure 10 presents the 

key production and financial data streams. In this case operator average utilisation is 87%, 

75% and 46%. Line and work-station utilisations have increased by between 3 and 6% over 

the preceding case with 3 operators (Section 5.2.2) with the same rank order of average 

utilisation with PL2 with the highest level and FA with the lowest. With respect to output, 

Figure 9(b), output again fall short of demand with unsatisfied demand in a total of 48 and 26 

weeks for products P and Q respectively. Examining the financial performance, Figure 10(c), 

a positive trending cash flow is predicted with a final cash flow statement at week 104 of £ 

121,948. Again the improved Labour and Overhead under recovery with higher utilisation 

and the greater volume of sales results in the positive cash flow and its final value. 

 

5.2.4 Summary 

Table 2 summarises the key simulation results. Four dedicated operators is the approach 

which best satisfies the demand rate but produces a generally negative cash flow. The next 

closest to the demand is three floating operators which achieved 3% less output for both 

products than the required demand rate but yielded the highest cash flow value at the end of 

the runtime due to the higher operator utilisation and product output. None of the operator 

arrangements examined completely satisfies the specified demand thus a final simulation is 

undertaken with four floating operators. Figure 11 presents the key production and financial 

data streams. This arrangement of labour satisfies the specified demand with no unsatisfied 
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demand weeks. However this arrangement consistently overproduces Ps and Qs each week 

and ultimately results in the largest negative final cash flow statement at week 104 of £ 

(233,496), Table 2. Although the system is arranged for one piece flow and production 

buffers set to minimise the opportunity for WIP to build up uncontrolled in the system there 

is no buffer limit on the FGS. Figure 12 presents FGS inventory costs and the clear 

overproduction for the system throughout the simulation period. Thus the challenge is to 

resource the production system to match the demand without overproduction. Doing this with 

the minimum number of operators will minimise the Labour and Overhead under recovery 

and thus maximise the final cash flow position. Having identified the key system 

characteristics and the critical production and financial metrics which dictate a positive or 

negative cash flow the following section will examine the modelling of system behaviour 

when there is a longer term trend in demand.   

 

5.3 Impact of labour arrangements with variable demand with positive demand growth   

The demand from the preceding simulation was modified to represent the same variability but 

with an underlying growth trend for both products with a demand increase per week of 0.1%, 

reaching an increase of 10.3% after the 104 week period. Two initial simulations with 3 and 4 

floating operators where considered first. Table 3 summarises the key simulation results. The 

output from the three operator configuration cannot satisfy the increasing demand due to an 

operator bottleneck, as identified in Section 5.1.3 with an operator working with an average 

utilisation of 87%, principally on PL2. The four operator configuration has no late deliveries 

across the simulation period but the systems output exceeds the demand and results in a 

negative cash flow. Thus switching between a three and a four operator configuration is 

required to match the demand without overproduction. Doing this with the minimum number 
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of operators will minimise the Labour and Overhead under recovery and thus maximise the 

final cash flow position. Therefore it confirms that the key system characteristics to monitor 

is associated with demand vs. production or FGS stock level or FGS stock variation, and the 

key system characteristic to be controlled is the number of floating operators. 

Thus a series of simulations where run to assess strategies to monitor individually the 

FGS buffer level, variation of the FGS buffer level, and variation between production and 

demand level. Each strategy was developed to remove any unsatisfied demand and limit 

overproduction, by adding or removing the fourth operator. Table 4 summarises the 

simulation results and Figure 13 presents the resulting system cash flow. Of the few 

examined strategies the best performing in terms of cash flow involves monitoring the 

variation between production and demand in the preceding two weeks. If demand is greater 

than production for either Ps or Qs in the preceding two weeks the fourth operator is utilised 

in the subsequent week. This approach does not result in the lowest average level of FGS 

stock for the examined cases but does result in the lowest total period of 4 operator 

production - whilst also satisfying the demand. In turn due to the better Labour and Overhead 

under recovery with 3 operator versus 4 operator production the simulation results generate 

the best cash flow. However, more important than this single result is the demonstrated 

ability to assess control strategies by quantifying their impact on both satisfying a varying 

demand as well as the production system overall financial performance, in this case cash 

flow. 

 

 

6.0 Conclusions 
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Limited research exists on the use of simulations for the generation of coupled production 

and financial data streams. Herein an approach is proposed and demonstrated to model 

production and financial transactions based on a discrete event factory model. The key 

innovation is the demonstration of the modelling of additional events, which trigger financial 

transactions, which effectively permits in-depth financial scenarios to be considered 

alongside the shopfloor production events. 

An idealised production system and business was modelled and both operational 

production behaviour and standard accounting metrics predicted for a range of scenarios. The 

method was demonstrated by considering the impact of system labour arrangements on the 

business cash flow with a variable product demand. The case study simulations demonstrate 

the use of the method to support the identification of a labour arrangement (3 floating 

operators) and the most promising control strategy (monitoring both demand and production 

in preceding weeks) which would best satisfy the prescribed product demands and ensure 

system profitability.  Given the volume of possible production and financial variables the 

paper also demonstrated the use of DOE methods to initially characterise the behaviour of a 

modelled system. The study also identified the potential for the volume or the timing of 

transactions to make challenging the interpretation of accumulated metrics such as profit. It is 

demonstrated that work in the system (either complete or incomplete) at the end of the 

reporting periods may influence accumulated accounting metrics, with shorter reporting 

periods being more sensitive to this effect. Having demonstrated how such modelling can 

enable assessment of specific production scenarios the approach was applied to assess the 

performance of a number of simple control strategies. The approach demonstrated the basic 

capability for simulation based control where real time production and financial data can be 

used as base conditions for future state prediction, again in both the production and finance 

domains. 
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 Future work should demonstrate how the identified data streams can be automatically 

linked between the physical system and the conceived digital representation. In the first 

instance a Digital Shadow could be used for system emulation, allowing the optimisation and 

verification of appropriate control policies. Ultimately further work is required to formulate 

and demonstrate robust approaches for bidirectional data flow, and thereby enable the full 

benefits of a Digital Twin. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1. Simulation variables grouped into families. 

Labour Financial Process Variation 

Number of operators Standard cost of each raw material 

and purchased part 

Individual process cycle times Process failure percentage 

Operator training (for individual 

lines or all workstations)  

Amount of each raw material 

purchased per week 

Stock cap on stores (MCS, FGS) Setup times for each part on each 

process 

Operator breaks (UK legal worker 

breaks are modelled) 

P and Q selling prices Amount of each raw material 

purchased 

Scrap rate for each part on each 

process 

 Wages and salaries Purchased part batch size  

 Depreciation Batch size and transfer batch size  

. Rent and rates per week   
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Table 2. Simulation result summary. 

 

Average P  

Output 

 

Average Q 

Output 

 

Cash flow 

@wk. 104 

 

% Diff from P 

demand (151) 

 

% Diff from Q 

Demand (74) 

 

Total number 

of weeks 

in which P 

demand was 

unsatisfied 

Total number 

of weeks 

in which Q 

demand was 

unsatisfied 

4 

dedicated 

operators 

 

151 74 £(71,279) 0% 0% 13 5 

3 

dedicated 

operators 

 

134 67 £98,915 -12% -10% 104 73 

3 

floating 

operators 

147 72 £121,948 -3% -3% 48 26 

4 

floating 

operators  

165 83 £(233,496) +10% +13% 0 0 
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Table 3. Three and four floating operators with positively trending demand. 

 

Average 

P  

Output 

 

Average 

Q 

Output 

 

Cash flow 

@wk. 104 

 

Total 

number of 

weeks 

in which P 

demand was 

unsatisfied 

Total 

number of 

weeks 

in which Q 

demand was 

unsatisfied 

3 

floating 

operators 

147 72 £121,948 89 59 

4 

floating 

operators  

165 84 £(121,092) 0 0 
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Table 4. FGS stock level and late deliveries control simulation results. 

 

Average 

P 

Output 

 

Average 

Q 

Output 

 

Cash flow 

@wk. 104 

 

Total number of 

weeks 

in which P demand 

was unsatisfied 

Total number of 

weeks 

in which Q demand 

was unsatisfied 

FGS buffer limit - 25% of preceding 

week demand (for both Ps & Qs) 
159 81 £11,281 3 0 

FGS buffer limit - 35% of preceding 

week demand (for both Ps & Qs) 
159 81 £9,304 0 0 

One week of reducing stock in FGS 

(either Ps or Qs) 
158 80 £21,856 13 0 

Two weeks of reducing stock in FGS 

(either Ps or Qs) 
163 82 £(13,268) 0 0 

Demand greater than the production of 

both the last two preceding weeks (either 

Ps or Qs) 

157 78 £62,236 34 0 

Demand greater than the production of 

the preceding week (either Ps or Qs) 
159 80 £25,067 0 0 
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Figures 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – Case study production arrangement (based on the P&Q problem). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2 – Initial production simulation model. 
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Figure 3 – Initial financial simulation model. 
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Figure 3 – Architecture of the modelling framework. 
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Figure 4 – Pareto chart and main effects plots varying raw material and purchased part inputs. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5 – Pareto chart and main effects plots varying production inputs. 
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Figure 6 – Predicted Profit and end of period Weighted Asset Values with varying Setup Times. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 7 – Dedicated operators on each work-station: (a) illustrates work-station and operator utilisation; (b) 

documents the units produced along with the units demanded; (c) plots the resulting system finances 

including the cash flow. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 8 – Shared operator on PL1 and PL3 (three dedicated operators): (a) illustrates work-station and 

operator utilisation; (b) documents the units produced along with the units demanded; (c) plots the resulting 

system finances including the cash flow. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 9 – Three floating operators: (a) illustrates work-station and operator utilisation; (b) documents the 

units produced along with the units demanded; (c) plots the resulting system finances including the cash 

flow. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 10 – Four floating operators: (a) illustrates work-station and operator utilisation; (b) documents the 

units produced along with the units demanded; (c) plots the resulting system finances including the cash 

flow. 
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Figure 11 – FGS inventory with four floating operators. 
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a) 

 

 
b) 

 

 

Figure 12 – Control strategy assessment; a) cash flow for all strategies; b) cash flow and cost allocation for 

best strategy (Demand greater than the production of both the last two preceding weeks (either Ps or Qs)). 




